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IMC 616 Direct Marketing 

  Machine Master (fictitious company), the world’s largest specialty lubricant provider, wants to create a B2B direct marketing 
catalog and interactive Web site that supplements their personal selling efforts and fills a market niche with supplies not readily 
available to businesses. A positioning concept and initial integrated marketing plan will help Machine Master solve customers' 
maintenance, repair and supply needs, provide added-value benefits and encourage a favorable perception of the company.  
 
B2B Business 
Machine Master Catalog represents the breadth of quality and high-performing maintenance and repair products offered to all 
size manufacturing businesses in the oil-producing industry. Using the company’s name as the title integrates promotional 
material and makes brand awareness recognizable among the audience. The Web site will be www.MachineMaster.com.  
 
Rationale 
Machine Master Catalog will primarily supplement Machine Master’s sales representatives offering a leave-behind marketing 
piece for future ordering, and an opportunity to obtain target audience mailing lists. Machine Master caters to a niche selling 
lubricants to industrial companies at the local and national level. Machine Master relies on sales representatives who 
understand real-world maintenance problems and get to know their business’ needs and operations through personal 
selling. Machine Master provides on-site installation, training, service, analysis, sampling and reporting in maintenance areas 
giving its consumers confidence in their expenditures and Machine Master products (Certified, 2010).  
 
While technical support and customer assistance centers are available and sales representatives have a reputation that 
surpasses customer expectations and creates long-term customer relationships, Machine Master’s representatives will benefit 
from a catalog that is functional and promotional to self-sell their products during and after on-site visits. An online e-
commerce Web site with Machine Master products will make the company, its product and services easier to order. 
 
Target Market 
Machine Master targets consumers from publicly held companies (e.g. coal mining companies, automobile manufacturers) to 
local school systems and golf courses. Distribution headquarters are located throughout the U.S., and representatives cover 
state by state by clustering counties. Clients are medium to high income makers in agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting; 
mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction; utilities; construction; manufacturing; wholesale trade; transportation and 
warehousing; waste management and remediation services; educational services; and recreation (Industries, 2010). 
 
Benefits 
Machine Master’s ongoing maintenance solutions are based on research, product development, quality control, field testing 
and analysis that addresses changing needs of the industrial marketplace. Products are developed to meet local, state and 
federal chemical maintenance guidelines, and Machine Master is the premier specialty lubricant company in the world. 
 
Product mix 
Machine Master keeps facilities and equipment working better, longer with products in lubrication, water treatment, parts-
washing, horticulture, grounds care, commercial cleaning, etc. Products online and in Machine Master Catalog include: 
lubricants, pumps and guns, specialty greasers, grease meters, degreasers and removers, disposable grease resistant gloves, 
adhesives, sealants, shaft alignment lasers, bearing fitting tools, inspection kits and cleaners (Certified, 2010). 
 
Special Features 
To enhance Machine Master Catalog and the Website, an Internet accessible maintenance management application will help 
manufacturers track equipment and operating costs and manage maintenance, parts replacement, labor costs and work order 
scheduling. The main purpose of the program is to identify problem areas where Machine Master products and services can 
take a proactive position in a company’s maintenance routine of industrial machines and heavy equipment (Certified, 2010).   
 
Customer Acquisition and Retention Plan 
Machine Master is lacking an effective customer acquisition and retention plan. The inclusion of a referral program in which 
consumers can receive a discount or premium for referring clients to Machine Master sales representatives will be benefitial. 
To increase CRM, a client database program used by sales representatives will help keep contact with supply purchasers, 
make timely scheduled on-site visits, send relevant promotional materials and offers, and connect on a more personal level.  
 
With the introduction of the online catalog and e-commerce Website, sales representatives and consumers the convenience of 
interaction, viewing available products and submitting orders. Social media in the manufacturing B2B industry is still limited; 
however, encouraging Machine Master sales representatives to connect with supply purchasers in an online platform will have 
benefits in extending relationships outside the business setting and create more personal relationships. 
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